Katy ISD Education Foundation Inspiring Imagination Grant Recipients
2021-2022 School Year

Campus Collaborative Team of Two Grants – Three or more campuses up to $5,000
Katy High School, Bryant Elementary, Katy Elementary, Hutsell Elementary, and Wolman Elementary
Read Alouds: Building Literacy and Building Communities, led by Michelle Tuttle (Katy High School)

Individual Grants – One teacher for up to $1,000
Creech Elementary, Ec(h)-tecture, led by Sarah Clark
Hayes Elementary, Dynamic Rhythms Unite Musical Souls, led by Kimberly Peterson
Katy Elementary, Blast Off Expedition, led by Rose Sager
King Elementary, We can do hard things!, led by Sarah Western

Team of Two Grants – Two teachers for up to $2,500
Adams Junior High, Uke-Create, led by Jennifer Agbu
Cimarron Elementary, Monarch Migration Station, led by Brett Baca
Haskett Junior High, Growing Collaborative PE, led by Shanna Canales
Nottingham Country Elementary, STEAM Driven, led by Michael Ho
Rhoads Elementary, Strumming Up Fun, led by Rebecca Osawa
Shafer Elementary, Music in Motion in Music: Active Listening in the Elementary Music Classroom, led by Melanie Braddy
Stockdick Junior High, Design, Build, Refine, Repeat!, led by Katie Beard
Tompkins High School, Honey, I Blew up the Evidence., led by Bob Holder
Wilson Elementary, Sounds Walls. Have you HEARD of them?, led by Christine Cipresso
Sing a Song; Strum Along!, led by Brooke Yubaile
WoodCreek Elementary, Away We Go with Xylophones! Reinforcing Aural Discrimination Through Scientific Observation, led by Bonnie McSpadden

Team Grants – Three or more teachers for up to $5,000
Adams Junior High, Mud is Something Else, led by Lisa Pickard
Alexander Elementary, 3Development of Landforms and Learning, led by Olivia Watson
Bear Creek Elementary, Pedaling Through Literacy, led by Rachel Weatherford
Beckendorff Junior High, Better Together, led by Alicia Leung
Bryant Elementary, Powerful Passion Projects- Part 3, led by Penelope Flores
Bring Learning to Life with ClassVR, led by Amanda McKinley
Campbell Elementary, GEMS: Are you thinking bling?, led by Gabriela Bogani
Cinco Ranch Junior High, Chrome Era and Gen Z, led by Andrea Salmon
Creech Elementary, Windows and Mirrors: A Look into Multicultural Classrooms, led by Mindy Warren
Davidson Elementary, If We Build It, They Will Grow, led by Christy Cartusciello
Pick Me! Pick Me! Pick Me!, led by Skylar Kovasovic
Fielder Elementary, Campus Code-a-Pet, led by Katherine Counterman
Engaging Students Through the Use of Virtual and Augmented Reality, led by Aaron Ihlenfeldt
Making Community Connections, led by Saima Peer
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Hayes Elementary, Outdoor Science Discovery Center, led by Teresa Wojcik Hutsell Elementary, STEAM to Go: Just the Ticket to Unlocking Our Students' Creativity and Potential, led by Andrea Mion Jenks Elementary, Science in the Palm of Your Hand, led by Laura Flood Katy Elementary, Igniting ESL and Intervention, led by Andrea Taylor Katy Junior High, Where’s the Dirt? Part II: Go Big or Go Home!, led by Jennifer LeBlanc King Elementary, Family Engagement Math Packs, led by Ashley Lang Move to Succeed-Sensory Based ECSE Instruction, led by Heather Maguire “Setting the Stage” for Dramatic Play, led by Michelle Teinert We “Fountas” the Answer! Elevating Reading Comprehension through Guided Reading, led by Briana Villarreal Leonard Elementary, Me Paper Publishing Co., led by Annie Meeks Mayde Creek Elementary, Discover the Energy of Music!, led by Rhea Marsh Mayde Creek High School, Virtual Explorers - VR Tech Expanding Our Horizons, led by Joseph Decker Mayde Creek Junior High, Scholastic Success for All Students, led by Elizabeth Etter Representation in Robotics, led by Timothy Scott Memorial Parkway Elementary, Sensory On and Stay Calm, led by Maria Ambriz La Dolce Vita di Katy: The Italian Project, led by Maria Ungaro Memorial Parkway Junior High, I Can See Clearly Now, led by Brenda Williams Emotion Regulation and Calming Center, led by Arthrayia Tompkins Morton Ranch Elementary, Windows and Mirrors in Hands on Science, led by Jenny Schnaidt Paetow High School, Boys Will Be Boys... Who Read & Lead: Bridging the New Teacher Gap, led by Myrea Schmidt Randolph Elementary, Imagination Whirlwind, led by Connie Summerford Rhoads Elementary, Flexing with Math Fluency, led by Allyson McCoy Stanley Elementary, Tremendous Traveling Technology, led by Shelby Denton Stephens Elementary, The Zen Zone, led by Suzanne Oberg Communication Exploration: Enhancing the Speech Therapy Room to Increase Excitement and Confidence within Students, led by Laura Patrick Sundown Elementary, Miracle Moves and Enlightened Grooves, led by Sheila Mazuranic Cozy Corner Reading Room II: Adventures in Reading, led by Audra Gorsuch Taylor High School, Vocational Lab, led by Candace Whorton West Memorial Junior High, Writing in a Snap, led by Jill Cleveland Seeing Changes in Science, led by Kendall Zurbuchen Williams Elementary, Today a Reader! Tomorrow a Leader! Kindergarten Guided Reading Proposal, led by Katharine Piediscalzi Wolman Elementary, Let’s Talk About Facts, led by Karissa Bolin Get on Board!, led by Lori Gillespie Read All About It!, led by Traci Huss